


Selling a cappuccino



But I am worried



But I am worried



This is why we exist.

CEO World Bank

“We are clearly the last generation that can change the 
course of climate change, but we are also the first 
generation with its consequences.” 



This is why we exist.

“The world must spend $2.7 trillion on charging stations 
for electric cars to fly.” 

Bloomberg NEF



This is why we exist.

Clean mobility for everyone.



Only 5% live 
near charging points



Introducing ultra-efficient 
electric cars.





Start from a clean sheet

Energy use 

vs 

Solar yield

Lightweight 
materials

Lightweight 
cycle

In-wheel 
motors

Re-imagine the car

Self-sustaining

Improved 
aerodynamics

Solar panel efficiency Solar panel size



Legacy of winning: 
Triple world 
champions

USA



Ceci, n’est pas une voiture.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wSgGePgCsQfHbbrtINxehCoteQl_KW0O/preview


How we embrace 
efficiency.

Most aerodynamic 
production car

Increase powertrain 
efficiency from 80% 
to >90% 

Proprietary solar panel 
electronics

Ultra-lightweight, 
robust chassis



Efficiency is key.



Ultra efficient SEV Platform

Lightyear is a mission driven technology company, 
developing an ultra efficient automotive platform.

Scalable
Designed to be modular base for different kinds of efficient electric 
mobility.

Affordable
Smaller batteries, less moving parts and integrated solar cells mean 
inherently lower usage and maintenance costs.



Core competences.

System-level optimisation and ultra-efficient components 
are core competencies of Lightyear.



Solar panel laminates

Allowing for double curved surfaces 
increasing aerodynamics and 
aesthetics.



In-wheel motors

Increasing overall powertrain 
efficiency to >90%



Distributed solar cells power converters

Increasing conversion efficiency 
on curved surfaces from 80% 
to >95%.



Distributed solar cells power converters

Increasing conversion efficiency 
on curved surfaces from 80% 
to >95%.

Aerodynamic design

cd  < 0.20 
Most aerodynamic production on the market



EV Metrics

We outperform the competition on metrics that matter.



The ultimate 20-day 
road trip.

20 days of care free range

Driving & charging

Mobile charging station



How we are 
getting there

A-players.
100+ engineers on  a mission with 
200 years of automotive experience 
between them.

Pioneers.
120 sold Lightyear One’s and 
counting. 75 investors and raising 
series B round as we speak.

Partners.
A growing group of b2b partners 
that help us enable our mission and 
grow our ecosystem.



100+ engineers on  a mission 
with 200 years of automotive 
experience between them.a

A-players



120 sold Lightyear One’s and 
counting. 75 investors and 
raising series B round as we 
speak.

Pioneers



Some of our 
proud partners

We aim to build relationships that change both 
parties for the better.

Reservation of >20 Lightyear One’s, 
joint PR, events and preferred lease 
partner for new customers

Technology partner for the 
development of Lightyear platform, 
reserved Lightyear for Board of 
Directors. 

Fully paid reservation of Lightyear One for 
complete Board of Directors. Discount on 
services & extended payment periods. 
Shared events & PR.

And counting...



This is how we see the 
future of personal transport.

Connected cars

Electric vehicles

Mobility as a service

Autonomous driving



Thank you!
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Excited?
Join the movement

Please fill out this form

bit.ly/SMA_event


